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star trek the motion picture memory alpha fandom - for additional meanings of star trek the motion picture please see
star trek the motion picture the human adventure is just beginning, star trek phase ii wikipedia - title written by in thy
image alan dean foster the two hour pilot that eventually became star trek the motion picture alan dean foster s story outline
was based on a premise written by gene roddenberry for genesis 2 named robot s return a huge starship crosses the
universe looking for its creator on earth tomorrow and the stars, star trek the original series wikipedia - star trek is an
american science fiction television series created by gene roddenberry that follows the adventures of the starship uss
enterprise ncc 1701 and its crew it later acquired the retronym of star trek the original series tos to distinguish the show
within the media franchise that it began the show is set in the milky way galaxy roughly during the 2260s, star trek phase ii
the lost series judith reeves stevens - star trek phase ii the lost series judith reeves stevens garfield reeves stevens on
amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers describes the never produced star trek television series of 1977 from the
construction of its set and hiring of actors through paramount s decision to kill the project in favor of making the first star trek
movie, star trek the original series memory alpha fandom - behind the scenes edit concept edit star trek was created by
gene roddenberry whose interest in science fiction dated back to the 1940s when he came into contact with astounding
stories roddenberry s first produced science fiction story was the secret weapon of 117 which aired in 1956 on the chevron
theatre anthology show by 1963 roddenberry was producing his first television series the, star trek enterprise tv series
2001 2005 imdb - a century before captain kirk s five year mission jonathan archer captains the united earth ship enterprise
during the early years of starfleet leading up to the earth romulan war and the formation of the federation, star trek tv
series 1966 1969 trivia imdb - star trek tv series 1966 1969 trivia on imdb cameos mistakes spoilers and more, amazon
com the lord of the rings trilogy the fellowship - the lord of the rings the motion picture trilogy the fellowship of the ring
the two towers the return of the king, star trek the original series series tv tropes - a description of tropes appearing in
star trek the original series star trek is the first show in the star trek franchise after the release of its spinoff, academy
invites record 928 new members boots diversity - the academy of motion picture arts and sciences has invited a record
number of new members extending invites to 928 people the academy topped last year s record of 774 new members it
invited, hollywood reporter entertainment news - the hollywood reporter is your source for breaking news about
hollywood and entertainment including movies tv reviews and industry blogs
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